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Abstract— We consider the complex task of coordinating two
five-fingered anthropomorphic robot hands for taking a jar
passed from a human user and unscrewing its cap. Using a
pair of 7-DOF redundant arms for operating the hands, we
study how the incorporation of human movement strategies
at the finger and arm levels can aid in the solution of the
overall bimanual task. At the finger level, we employ a finger
control manifold for the unscrewing motion that has been
synthesized with a kernel approach applied to human motion
data captured with a data glove. At the arm level, we use
a heuristic motivated from the observation of human arm
movements to enhance the space of pass-over configurations
that the system can successfully handle. In addition, we provide
a brief description of the architecture of the overall system
that comprises 54 motor degrees of freedom and integrates
camera vision, arm and finger control as well as a speech output
component for interaction with the human user.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coordination of multifingered robot hands for ac-
complishing ”ordinary” human manual actions belongs to
the most demanding challenges in robotics. Contributing
factors include the large number of involved motor degrees of
freedom, the need to cope with redundancy, variable contact
geometries in the face of imprecise object geometry, uncer-
tainty in the actuator characteristics, the lack of adequate
tactile feedback, the need to integrate vision, and many more.

Yet, surmounting this challenge is of paramount impor-
tance if robots are to become useful in many common house-
hold settings where settings are tailored to the characteristics
and capabilities of human hands. Besides these application
considerations, given the impressive range of human manual
actions, their replication with anthropomorphic robot hands
is likely to be both a strong driving force and a severe ”litmus
test” for a thorough understanding of a significant part of our
sensory-motor cognition.

This background is the rationale for a major long-term
research effort at the lab of the authors, where the exploration
of bio-inspired motion strategies and their integration in
order to realize a manipulation system that can cope with a
sizable range of manual interaction tasks is a primary focus.

The present paper focuses on the combination of such
motion strategies to coordinate arm and finger motions for
a major generic skill: namely, the opening of containers. In
humans, this skill is a complex capability developed over
years of sensory-motor learning. For a robot, it represents a
major next step beyond grasping, which itself constitutes one
element of container opening and for which a considerable
number of quite successful approaches have already been
developed and published in the literature [1]–[10].

Fig. 1. Considered scenario for bimanual manipulation: The cap of a glass
jar received from human should be unscrewed.

Compared to grasping, opening of containers requires the
robot to master the coordination of a larger number of
subtasks, including the recognition of the object, the dis-
crimination of its essential components, the type of required
grasping and opening actions, and the acquisition, repre-
sentation and generation of the manipulation movements
themselves. Moreover, while grasping of typical objects is
usually feasible with a single hand, opening a container in
most cases requires bimanual activity, with one hand fixating
the object and the second performing the opening action.

In this paper, we demonstrate how a combination of three
bio-inspired approaches can cover a significant portion of the
involved coordination tasks, such that the flexibility of the
system to cope with object configurations is increased and
part of the burden of prestructuring manipulation motions
is replaced by learning from human movement data. This
approach follows the spirit of earlier approaches that used
bio-inspired methods and learning strategies, such as imi-
tation learning and learning from demonstration [11], [12],
to provide the system with increased flexibility. So far, the
majority of these approaches have focused on ”large scale”
movements at the body or entire arm levels. The present
work extends this focus into the realm of fine manipulation
skills which so far has received comparably less attention
along the lines of bio-inspired algorithms.

Specifically, we propose a strategy motivated by the
observation of human arm movements and exploiting the
rotational symmetry of a to-be-grasped object for choosing a
favorable configuration of a 7-DOF redundant robot arm. We



Fig. 2. System overview: distributed processes for vision, robot control
and speech output are coordinated by a central hierarchical state machine
(HSM) dispatching system events.

demonstrate that our approach significantly enlarges the set
of feasible object poses that can be handled by the system,
when compared to a standard method.

Coordination at the arm level is complemented by coordi-
nation at the finger level, utilizing a kernel-based manipula-
tion manifold extracted by a learning algorithm from human
movement data captured with a data glove. Our previous
results on this approach have been restricted to the context
of simulation settings [13]. The present contribution is the
first presentation of this method for a complex multifingered
manipulation movement synthesized from human training
data and performed on a bimanual arm-hand system using a
pair of anthropomorphic robot hands.

These two approaches and their combination are described
in Secs. IV-VI and constitute the main new contribution
of this paper. The third bio-inspired motion concerns the
grasping phase, where we follow a tactile-driven approach
developed in previous work [6]. To make the paper more
self-contained, it is briefly sketched in Sec. III.

As a benchmark example of realistic complexity, we focus
on the case of opening a glass jar that is known to the robot.
A vision system provides the necessary position information
when a human passes the jar to the robot, after which
the robot has to autonomously perform all the necessary
actions to unscrew the lid. A dialog component [14] gives
verbal feedback when the object is not properly visible or is
relocated during the grasping phase.

A similar task has already been successfully demonstrated
by the DLR group using the humanoid platform Justin: they
successfully demonstrated the opening of a screw cap bottle
[15]. During the manipulation, which is preprogrammed
for their four-fingered robotic hand, the cap is perfectly
grasped and unscrewed. While this is an impressive feat, we
demonstrate that a similar capability can also be realized by
a combination of several biologically motivated movement
primitives. Moreover, an essential part of the action – the
fine manipulation of the jar lid – is synthesized from a
generalizable learning algorithm in our approach.

An inevitable overarching concern has been the integration
of all required functional modules. This poses an additional
challenge in itself and is beyond the scope of the present
paper. However, to give the reader a feeling of how the above
movement primitives have been implemented in the context
of the overall system, we briefly describe the underlying
integration architecture in Sec. II (for details, see [16], [17]).

Fig. 3. For object detection and localization a topological marker is used,
which easily allows to extract an object reference frame. Left-most image
shows result of local threshold operator.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Bielefeld “Curious Robot” Setup [18] combines visual
attention and an intelligent interface for speech recognition
and understanding with dexterous bimanual manipulation
skills and proactive dialog communication in order to study
multi-modal task-oriented instructions given by lay persons.
For manipulation tasks, the setup employs two redundant 7-
DOF Mitsubishi PA-10 robot arms as well as two 20-DOF
Shadow Dexterous Hands, accumulating to 54 DOF within
the whole system. The robot arms are mounted from the
ceiling providing a humanoid arm configuration. They are
controlled by a robot server realizing a security concept for
collision detection based on an internal scene model.

The Shadow Dexterous Hands [19] are distinguished by
their human-like design: in size, number and flexibility of
joints the hands resemble their human counterpart in a unique
manner. Their actuation with McKibben style pneumatic
muscles on the one hand dramatically eases grasping tasks
due to the inherent compliance of the fingers. On the other
hand, complex nonlinear effects like hysteresis, friction and
compressibility of the air render the generation of smooth
finger motions a difficult task.

The whole robot system is controlled by numerous dis-
tributed processes tied together using the XCF middleware
toolkit [17] which features an event-driven communication
scheme. The coarse structure of the system is shown in
Fig. 2. A central scene simulation component, located in the
robot server process, is used for collision detection based on
a prediction of future motion of all robot components. To
maintain an up-to-date scene description, the hand server
publishes its current hand posture. The vision module is
responsible for recognizing and localizing the object. To
simplify the vision task, we employ a visual marker on the
object as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, the time flow of actions is
coordinated by a central hierarchical state machine (HSM),
which monitors the current system state and chooses an
appropriate action in response to an incoming system event.

III. PROTOTYPE BASED GRASP FORMATION

Dexterous robotic grasping has been an active research
subject for decades, and many grasp planning algorithms
have been proposed. Finding feasible grasp postures requires
a search in the high-dimensional space composed of the
internal degrees of freedom of the robotic hand as well
as its position and orientation relative to the object. Many
grasp planning approaches employ an offline optimization
process to generate a database of feasible grasp postures,
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Fig. 4. Determining an arm posture exploiting the symmetry of the cap.
(a) The relative object-hand transform associated to a grasp type is recorded
for a normalized object pose, where the x-axis (red) is aligned to the vector
d pointing from the elbow to the object. (b) For a new object pose a
normalized frame (black) is computed according to Eq. 1. The object’s
normal axis (blue) is maintained. (c) The realized arm pose reduces the
motion of the elbow joint.

which are subsequently used to look up the best-matching
grasp for a specific real-world object. The widely used
grasping simulator GraspIt! [20] generates candidate grasps
by continuously closing all fingers starting from a given
pre-shape posture until object contact is established. This
procedure is repeated for a set of approach directions, which
are regularly spread around the object [2] or are estimated
from 3D point clouds describing the object geometry [3].

While this common grasping approach generates nearly
optimal grasp postures, it has a major drawback: it assumes
that the shape of the object to be grasped is available for the
optimization process and can be matched to an object shape
in the database. In contrast to this deliberative approach are
reactive grasping strategies exploiting tactile feedback and
compliance to realize stable grasps for even unknown, or
only coarsely known object shapes [4], [6]. Our grasping
strategy falls into the latter category. Based on the coarse
shape of the object, i.e. its size and elongation, which can be
easily determined from vision, we choose a grasp prototype
from a set of three basic prehensile grasps suggested from
grasp taxonomies like [21]. In particular we distinguish
power, pinch, and precision grasps. Each prototype comprises
a pre-shape and a target hand posture as well as the position
and orientation of the hand relative to the object. The grasp
is realized by an enclosing finger motion from the pre-shape
towards the target posture until the fingers exert sufficient
force on the object. Due to the size and large weight of the
jar, we only employ a power grasp in the scenario at hand.

IV. SYMMETRY-BASED REDUNDANCY RESOLUTION FOR
ENHANCING THE SET OF FEASIBLE OBJECT POSES

Both described grasping strategies require to specify the
approach direction of the grasp given as the position and
orientation T of the hand relative to the object frame.
The first strategy finds a feasible end-effector pose from a
thorough search within the database, while the latter strategy
utilizes a fixed transformation relative to the object frame
which is extracted from vision in both cases. For the bio-
inspired method, this determines a sole hand pose to realize
the grasp, thus dramatically limiting the set of object poses
which can be successfully grasped. However, many everyday
objects exhibit symmetries which can be exploited in order
to choose the approach direction in a more flexible manner,

Fig. 5. Visualization of a structured UKR latent space for the cap turning
movement. The hand pictures correspond to the mappings of a regular grid in
latent space back into the observation space of hand postures. The horizontal
latent dimension corresponds to the temporal component of the represented
movement and the vertical latent dimension controls the motion parameter
(the cap radius). As comparison aid, a small blue cap of radius r = 1.5cm
is depicted in each sub-picture.

eventually optimizing subordinary goals, e.g. maintaining a
natural pose, avoiding joint limits or obstacles.

From observation of human reaching movements, we
derived a simple heuristic to resolve the ambiguity of the free
rotational DOF around the symmetry axis of the cylindrical
jar top: The forearm should be aligned relative to the object
such, that the deviation of the elbow from its initial position
e in relaxed posture is minimized (see Fig. 4). Given the
original object frame O = [x,y, z,p] obtained from vision
we compute an adapted object frame O′ = [y′ × z,y′, z,p]
which corresponds to a normalized orientation of the object
using a virtual rotation about its symmetry axis z, i.e. the
normal axis of the jar cap.

In normalized pose, the projection of the x′-axis to the
table surface (z = 0) is parallel aligned to the vector d
pointing from the elbow origin e to the cap center p, again
projected to the table surface. This is accomplished with the
following equations:

y′ =
z× d

‖z× d‖
where d = (p− e)|z=0 (1)

Applying the fixed object-hand transformation T associated
to a particular grasp type we obtain the final tool transform
Ttool = O′ ·T for grasping.

The proposed heuristic to find an end-effector pose suit-
able for grasping is not only useful for our bio-inspired
reactive grasping strategy. Rather, it can also be used to bias
the search for a feasible grasp in the database approach,
which may significantly boost the online performance of
those methods.

V. EXTRACTING A MANIPULATION MANIFOLD FROM
HUMAN TRAINING DATA

To represent and learn complex motion trajectories from
observation, we previously proposed Structured UKR man-
ifolds [22], [23] which are based on Unsupervised Kernel
Regression (UKR [24]), a recent approach to learn non-
linear continuous manifolds. UKR finds a low-dimensional
(latent) representation X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} ⊂ Rq×N of
observations Y=(y1,y2, . . . ,yN ) ⊂ Rd×N together with a
functional relationship y = f(x). In particular, the method



Fig. 6. One cycle of the cap turning manipulation.

uses an unsupervised generalization of the Nadaraya-Watson
kernel estimator

f(x;X,Y) =

N∑
i=1

yi
K(x− xi)∑
j K(x− xj)

. (2)

to find optimal latent variables xi which minimize the
reconstruction error

R(X) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

‖yi − f(xi;X,Y)‖2 . (3)

K(·) represents a multivariate (Gaussian) kernel with band-
widths H = 1. In our context, observations yi are sequences
of observed human hand postures realizing a certain task.
A suitable latent space X for trajectories is time. Other
latent dimensions can reflect additional task parameters. In
the considered screwing task we use the cap radius as an
parameter which defines the average opening of the hand.

Structured UKR [23] extends the original cost function
(3) with an additional term to penalize a disordering of
data sequence elements along the time dimension. To learn
periodic motions, a periodic kernel K(·) is used. It was
shown, that Structured UKR is capable to learn smooth
manipulation manifolds from observed training trajectories
in a robust manner.

We obtained suitable training data by recording sequences
of hand postures (in the form of joint angle vectors) from
demonstrations with a hand-mounted dataglove. Due to the
mismatch of the kinematic structure of the human and the
robotic hand, the angular values measured by the dataglove
cannot directly be applied to control the robot hand. Rather,
the demonstrator used the glove as an input device for a hand
model executing the screwing task in simulation. Employing
visual feedback the human is able to learn an adequate hand
posture mapping to successfully achieve the task. Finally, the
joint angles of the simulated hand, which incorporate contact
feedback from an underlying physics-engine, can be used to
control the real robot hand.

Using this indirect method that follows the ’Robot Skill
Synthesis via Human Learning’ paradigm [25], we recorded
sequences of hand postures during cap turning movements
for five different cap radii (r = 1.5cm to 3.5cm). For each
of these radii, we produced five sequences each of about 30
to 45 hand postures. Each hand posture consists of a vector
of the 24 joint angles of the simulated hand model.

The UKR manifold of hand postures is spanned by a
two-dimensional latent space as shown in Fig. 5: the first
(periodic) latent dimension encodes the temporal component
of the motion and the second one the corresponding cap
radius. The manifold smoothly generalizes also for cap radii
not seen during training, which motivates the employment
of the rather costly UKR approach to manifold learning.

Navigating through the latent space and applying the
manifold mapping f(·) generates smooth trajectories in hand-
posture space. Maintaining a specific latent radius and pro-
gressing along the latent time dimension results in hand pos-
ture sequences, which resemble the trained turning motion
for the given cap radius. Whereas this control scheme has
been presented already in [22], [23], this is the first time that
it has been applied to a real robot hand.

In preparation of the manipulation, a predefined rela-
tive object-hand position is actuated, again exploiting the
symmetry of the jar cap to find an optimal end-effector
pose as described in the previous section. Subsequently, the
latent trajectory starts from an empirically determined initial
position x?

0 in latent space, which maps to an open hand
posture y?

0 = f(x?
0;X,Y). To actually maintain contact to

the jar cap during the turning motion, we have chosen the
latent radius to be slightly smaller than the real cap radius.
Employing the passive compliance of the Shadow Hand this
guarantees firm contact without requiring a complex tactile
feedback controller.

By increasing the temporal latent variable and maintain-
ing the chosen radius, a consecutive series of latent target
parameters (x?

0,x
?
1,x

?
2, . . . ) with corresponding mappings

(y?
0,y

?
1,y

?
2, . . . ) is generated and online sent to the hand

server to actuate the robot hand. Each y?
i constitutes an

intermediate hand posture of the represented turning motion
and the consecutive actuation of the ongoing series of y?

i ’s
therefore realizes the targeted motion.

Figure 6 depicts a series of key frames of the resulting
motion performed by the real Shadow Hand as part of the
presented bimanual task (see accompanying video [26]). The
motion consists of three phases: Frames 1 to 6 show the
turning phase, in which thumb, index finger and middle
finger have contact with the cap and the cap is being rotated.
Frames 7 to 12 show the opening phase, in which the fingers
move away from the cap in order to release the finger
contacts. Frames 13 to 18 show the backward movement
of the hand with opened fingers until the initial hand posture
of Frame 1 is reached and the cycle restarts.

VI. CASE STUDY: CAP TURNING MOVEMENT

To develop the previous elements within a concrete bench-
mark scenario, we considered the case of the cap turning
movement for the opening of a glass jar. This type of
movement represents a major representative of the larger
class of container opening tasks. Variants of it occur in many
daily tasks; moreover, its (approximate) periodicity is another
generic feature of many interesting types of manipulation
movements.



Fig. 7. Visualization of feasible object poses for pick-up using the classical
(top) and optimized (bottom) computation of tool frame. The centers of the
discs are located at the evaluated object positions, the segments indicate
its orientation. Each disc is divided into three rings, corresponding to the
object elevation above the table (z=0/15/30cm for the outer, middle and
inner ring resp.). Green color indicates, that both picking the object and
hand-over have been successful. White indicates, that picking already failed,
while yellow color is used, when picking succeeded, but subsequent hand-
over failed, because the object could not be moved to the fixed hand-over
pose.

For the experiments, we used a medium size nutella R© jar
with a plastic lid whose surface was chosen to offer good
contact friction with the finger tips. When the jar was passed
to the robot, it had to grasp the rotationally symmetric lid
with its right hand, employing the hand positioning strategy
described in Sec. IV. Grasping the lid allowed the left hand
to grasp the jar body, thereby freeing the right hand. This
hand-over was realized at a favorable (and preprogrammed)
standard position. Notice, that the jar body is not symmetric
but rather oval (as can be seen from Fig. 3), such that the
full 3D orientation of the jar has to be considered. The
unscrewing operation was then initiated by the now free
right hand starting from an end-effector position computed
from an updated jar localization in order to correct for errors
during the hand-over process.

The unscrewing operation consisted of the repetitive cy-
cling through the motion manifold trained from human
demonstration data as described in the previous section. The
robot was able to unscrew the jar in the large majority of
cases (18 out of 20). A small fraction of trials failed due to
blocking of the jar, or because an accumulation of undesired
finger movements in the supporting left hand brought the jar
into a position in which a continuation of screwing was no
longer possible.

Even in the large majority of successful cases we observed
significant variation in the finger movements due to a lack
of precise reproducibility in the operation of the finger joint
tendons. This led to a variable number of fingers making
good contact with the lid circumference during the movement
and a correspondingly varying ”gear ratio” between the
finger rotation and the lid rotation. This ”gear ratio” can be
measured by the vision system and will in future experiments
constitute a good candidate for a quantitative quality measure
enabling a fine-tuning of the unscrewing motion. However,
even without a quantitative evaluation of this measure so far
we observed that the endangerment of proper task execution
by the unwanted variations in finger positions was strongly

counterbalanced by the availability of a redundant set of five
fingers, ensuring that in most cases there existed sufficiently
many ”successful” finger contacts to drive the lid rotation.

When the lid was unscrewed, the system executed a
manually triggered, preprogrammed lifting motion to remove
the lid. One could use the achieved turning angle as a
simple heuristic to define the end of the unscrewing motion
automatically. The tactile sensors in the finger tips of the
hand are not sensitive enough to notice this event.

To quantify the improvement in utilizing the proposed
normalization heuristic of Sec. IV, we conducted an ex-
periment, systematically probing whether an object pose is
feasible for grasping or not. There exist several sources of
possible failure: the robot might collide with an object in
the scene (particularly with the other robot arm), violate the
security box limiting the workspace, or violate the joint angle
limits. Particularly, the restriction to the narrow security box
bounded by the frame bars shown in Fig. 7a complicates
the task, because the robot cannot extend its elbow beyond
this virtual boundary. To avoid the joint angle limits, we
exploit the redundancy of the 7-DOF robot arm computing
a weighted Jacobean pseudo inverse [27] to reduce motion
of joints near their limits.

For the evaluation, the pose space was sampled equidis-
tantly covering a large portion of the workspace. The rotation
angle around the object’s symmetry axis covers the whole
circle in steps of 30 degrees. The tilting of the object was
neglected for this experiment. Fig. 7 visualizes the grasping
success using different colors to indicate that picking of
the object failed (white), succeeded partly, i.e. only hand-
over failed (yellow), or succeeded completely (green). Three
levels of elevation z ∈ [0, 15, 30]cm of the object above the
table are indicated by the nesting of circles, where the largest
represents the table surface (z=0) and the smallest is set to
z=30cm.

Fig. 7b (top) shows the results for the original deter-
mination of the tool frame (not exploiting the rotational
symmetry), which is only successful for a location-specific
range of object orientations as indicated by many white
segments. In contrast, the optimized grasping strategy suc-
ceeds in grasping at nearly all positions, independent of the
object’s orientation as indicated by the circular green and
yellow regions shown in Fig. 7b (bottom). The locations
where grasping failed, correspond to regions where the elbow
collides with the mounting frame (upper left corner), the
hand collides with the other arm (right column) or the joint
limits are exceeded due to the elevation of the object (upper
right region). As indicated by the yellow segments, hand-
over of the jar to the other hand systematically fails for a
specific object orientation (90 degrees). Here, relaxing the
constraint of using a fixed absolute hand-over pose of the
arms, but only constraining their relative pose, will enlarge
the redundant space and thus prevent a collision of the elbow
with the virtual security box, which causes this failure.



VII. DISCUSSION

We showed that the combination of biologically motivated
movement strategies can successfully generate fairly com-
plex movements involving multifingered fine manipulation
of objects. We focused on the coordination of redundant
degrees of freedom at the arm and finger levels, utilizing
two complementary strategies: a heuristic derived from the
observation of human arm movements to maximize the set
of object poses that can be handled by the system, and
a learning approach for extracting a manifold of finger
synergies from human training data to carry out the fine-
manipulation phase. As a benchmark task, we focused on the
removal of a lid from a glass jar by a periodic unscrewing
motion carried out in a bimanual setting involving two
anthropomorphic Shadow hands.

The accompanying video [26] demonstrates the whole
manipulation action, including 6D object localization, object
grasping from the human operator, hand-over between hands,
the unscrewing itself, and the final lifting of the cap.

Still, many interesting issues remain for future work. So
far, we used predefined arm and hand postures. Since the
tactile sensors of the Shadow Hand have recently matured to
a level where tactile-driven adaptation of the grasp posture
becomes feasible, we plan to integrate tactile feedback both
during grasping and during the cap turning motion. This will
open additional possibilities for online-tuning of the cap mo-
tion and for the transitions between the now preprogrammed
movement phases. With this added flexibility, a logical next
step will be the generalization of the unscrewing motion to a
larger set of lid types and to other types of container opening
motions. We already have shown, that the manifold approach
to learn complex motion trajectories is feasible also in other
contexts [28].

The grasping performance is already very good with
the present approach. In fact, all of the performed grasp
trials were initially successful. Only in a relatively few
number of cases we observed the glass slipping away from
the grip during subsequent arm motion. This was due to
heavy tremor-like oscillations of the robot arm arising from
operating the arms beyond their torque specification limits
due to the weight of the Shadow Hand subsystem.

The use of optimized tool poses for object pick-up, ex-
ploiting the symmetry of the object, significantly enhanced
the feasible space for object grasping. Additionally, this
strategy avoids awkward arm configurations. Extending the
same method to compute a flexible hand-over pose for
both robot arms, only constraining their relative pose, might
eliminate the remaining hand-over problems.
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